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Bugs, lots of bugs, and development is dead.

Not all indie games are created equally.. Very relaxing but also challenging the further you get into it.. my friend got addicted to
this game and now we play it every time he arrives

i do not know the meaning of any other game

please help
i only know of locosoccer. This game's idea was great yet, i understand that it's still in its develpoing stage, some bugs
occassionally occur and I need to keep restarting certain stage, esp. in the kid's father's room, once I clicked on the statue,
something gone wrong i couldnt even pick the key up in the woddern car ......Hope the team can see this message QAQ..... There
are a variety of weapons, mostly melee but with throwables and bows too. In addition, the weapons have special abilities such as
sending a wave of fire or an exploding throwing knife. You can change the weapons quickly with the trackpad to change
playstyle.. Actually the most fun VR game I had with friends. It's one of the very few games where when you get out and don't
feel like you were just had a heavy box strapped to your face for an hour. This game is wayyyyyy underrated.
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I don't think Capcom or Steam know what Cheat Engine is.... Once again, OOTP is the best sports simulation available.
No game even comes close to the level of depth, freedom & strategy that OOTP delivers year after year.

My wishlist for the next OOTP is the same is it was last year. I\u2019d love the ability to name a team captain, more
emphasis on team chemistry, have promotional & giveaway nights, local & accurate food vendors, additional variables
to increase attendance other than team performance (such as promotional nights, added parking, concerts\/fireworks
after the game, etc.) These are all minor things I\u2019d like added, overall my major complaint is the logic of trades
are very hit or miss. The AI still doesn\u2019t seem to grasp the mentality of adding to a contending team at the trade
deadline or proper prospects for star swaps.

Sometimes the sims can get a tad ridiculous, like a reliever giving up 9 runs in an inning or insanely high scoring ball
games. But hey, anything can happen in baseball. OOTP still consistently nails the statistical projections of players,
and makes taking over any team from any league in the world rewarding. If you love baseball, like really love baseball,
this is the franchise you\u2019ve been dreaming of.. The first game was one of the best selling historical simulations at
the time but there was room for improvement. Lords 2 takes all the elements of the original and embellishes them, with
added graphics, sound and gameplay. However, I'd only recommend it for those who can approach this game with
nostalgia. http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1228452330
https://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=1390167230. Ouch. No trace of the exquisite handcrafted
patchworks of "Mosaics Galore", "Alice's Patchwork 1,2" and "Pirate Mosaic Puzzle: Caribbean Treasures".
I've played to level 40 and I only encountered very low-resolution collages made of badly-photoshopped photo clippings,
most of them quite ugly.
A huge disappointement, even for its very small price. Play the other titles instead.
. Hollywood Visionary is one of my favourite entries from the Choice of Games brand. For those unfamiliar with
Choice of Games, they are a series of interactive stories inspired by the old 'choose your own adventure' books. The
format has been improved upon, and the presentation is both slick and intuitive.

I went into this game a fan of the brand, but not expecting to be particularly enthralled with this story or setting. I was
wrong. The premise is that you have a dream movie you wish to create, and the story that follows explores whether or
not you can achieve this dream, and the ups and downs you experience on your journey to this end goal. These games
tend to give a nice perspective of life, but I think this one was a standout.

If you are interested, I have a video discussing Choice of Games, and some of the entries within their series. 
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=22wAYzW_CdM. I loved Escape from 26, so when I found out that a sequel had been
made, I jumped at the chance! This game is great for puzzle-solvers, and had a beautiful steampunk design. Easily one of my
favorite games! Although I would have liked a bit more story\/connection to the story from Escape from 26.... Controls Sucks
Sounds Terrible
Levels design are awful. Simple mechanics, hard game. Very enjoyable. And i mean -95% off? You don't even have to think
about it!. Pretty fun game
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